A message from our President
Hello ladies, gentlemen , boys and girls.
Welcome to our production of Sleeping Beauty. This
show is directed by our chairman Andrew Darling , who
has been working so hard these past couple of months
with a wonderful cast and crew; they are going to bring
you a fabulous time. Sleeping Beauty is my personal
favourite of all the pantomimes so I am really looking
forward to seeing it.
Thank you again for all your continued support, and I'd like
to wish you all, on behalf of the Quince Players, a happy,
healthy and prosperous 2020. Sit back, relax and enjoy!
Lin x
Lin Blakley, President, Quince Players

,

Synopsis
King Cactus and Queen Marigold are delighted to welcome to the
world their long-awaited child, Princess Rose. The villagers of
Muddlebury on Marsh are ecstatic, and invited to the celebration
party. So are all

th~ fairies

in the Kingdom, but Fetch and Carrie have

forgotten to include bad Witch Hazel, who wreaks her revenge by
placing a curse on the innocent baby. Rose is foretold to prick herself
on a spinning wheeland die before her sixteenth birthday. The Lilac
Fairy and her trainee Rainbow Fairies alter the spell but cannot stop it
altogether. One hundred years later everything is the same, but all is
different. And Rose still has a happy ending!

Welcome from our Director
Hobbies of any sort can become addictive. Once you
are caught, they are part of your life. The Quince Players
Society has certainly become something I would say has
taken over my life in recent times; it is something that gives
me immense enjoyment.
You are here to watch Sleeping Beauty, a story about time
and love - it has been a while in the planning, but those two
themes have always run through.
Let us go back to November 2005, when I popped in to
watch a rehearsal of the then forthcoming panto, Arabian
Knights. The director was called away at extremely short
notice and I was asked to oversee the evening's activities.
I had never taken a rehearsal before - but was totally
hooked! So much so, that by lunchtime the following day I
was given permission to direct the 2006 pantomime, which
turned out to be Puss in Boots.
Fast forward to November 2018. I dropped into the Cordes
Hall once again to watch the rehearsal of Hansel and
Gretel. I sat there, enthralled, and texted my friend and
wonderful production assistant of many a previous show,
Sally Hurry. NO! was the immediate answer. After some
'discussion', she said yes. Phew.
I am so very fortunate to have secured a fantastic cast and
support crew of talented people - some of whom are taking
part as creatives for the first time, following this year's
junior production of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
The team includes a visionary musical director and a
seriously experienced technical director, along with fabulous
choreographers and magical costumes. The show has
great people, both on and off stage, to bring a wonderful
script to reality.
Enjoy.
Andrew Darling

The Little Flower Pot
Beautiful Flowers for all occasions
9 High Street
Sunninghill, Ascot
Berkshire SL5 9NQ
T: 01344 624012
www.littleflowerpot.com
the little flowerpot
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Our Chosen Charity
Martha's Magic Steps
My name is Martha and I will be turning thirteen
years old during the run of this year's pantomime.
I have a rare chromosome disorder called
microdeletion 16p13.11. It is so rare that only
around 50 people worldwide have so far been
diagnosed with the condition. This varies from
person to person but for me it means I am
unable to stand or walk, I have very poor fine
motor skills, I have epilepsy and severe learning
difficulties and I can't talk yet. I need help with
everything I do.
Despite all of these challenges, I am a very happy
girl and I love listening to music, reading books
and using my eye-gaze computer. Mummy and
Daddy are always looking for therapies and
equipment that will help me to be as independent
as possible.
At the moment, they are saving money to buy me
a much-needed electric wheelchair. Unfortunately,
these cost lots of money which is why we are
very grateful to the Quince Players for choosing to
support Martha's Magic Steps, a fund held at the
Tree of Hope in my name.
I'd also like to say thank you to my friend Pete
Bird, who recently competed in the gruelling
Spartan Trifecta race. The photograph on the left
is of him crossing the finish line, raising donations
for my new wheelchair. Grateful thanks and well
done for your massive achievement, Pete!
Martha x
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More than just a good plot ...

01344 870100
34 High Street, Sunninghill, Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9NE

www.sa pphire-est a t e s . com
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FAB - Thunderbirds Are Go!

Left to right: Florence Hooper, Rebecca oore, Amelie Barker.

Thunderbird One
Florence Hooper

Thunderbird Two
A melie Barker

Thunderbird Three
B ecky Dore

Florence has been a Quince
Player for the past four years
and has played a range of
characters from Gretel in last
year's pantomime to The
Mock Turtle in the recent
junior production of Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland.
She has always loved to
act, sing and dance but ..
recently has discovered
how much she enjoys
choreography too . Florence
is in Year 9 at Charters
School where she also loves
performing, having taken
part in several productions.
Florence says she only has
scary dreams of her mum
shouting at her to tidy her
room - on no, that's true!!!

This is Amelie's ninth
appearance on the Quince
Players' stage. She has been
in the chorus for the majority
of that time and loves being
part of the Society family. This
year she is very happy
to be one of the Thunderbirds
and is looking forward to you
enjoying Sleeping Beauty.
When she is not being a
drama queen on stage, she
enjoys shooting bullseyes at
her local archery club, reading
fantasy novels and helping
out at her local nursery
looking after the little ones.
Her funniest dream was
floating around in space with
a giant bucket, spade and a
huge rubber duck.

Rebecca is very excited to
be taking part in her third
pantomime with the Quince
Players. Previously, she has
been involved in the chorus and
last year played prinCipal boy
in Hansel and Gretel. Outside
of the Quince Players she has
been involved in several school
plays and is part of Stagecoach
Ascot. Other great experiences
include performing at Disney,
Orlando, and being part of a
Little Shop of Horrors workshop
with Artemis Performing Arts
School. She doesn't remember
many funny dreams except
one she found hilarious when
she was younger, where she
had a picnic in her garden
with dinosaurs!!!

Our mission at Ascot Chiropractic Clinic is to help youattain the highest level of
vibrant good health that you could want for yourself.
Effective diagnosis, treatment and management of musculo- skeletal problems
Male and female doctors with special skills with children, in neurological disorders, sports injuries
and rehabilitation.
Sanara K. Garratt D.C (Palmer,USA) Robert Viney M.(Chiro)D.C.
Paul Kobayashi (Chiro) D.C.
Philip J. Hehir M.(Chiro) D.C.
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The Magical World

Back row - left to right: Maisy Pinion, Belle Whitbread, Sophia Hayward.
Front row - left to right: Lucy Darling, Fiona Barker, Mia Csernus.

Fairy Lilac
Belle Whitbread

Witch Hazel
Fiona Barker

Even though she is only thirteen, this is
Belle's third pantomime with the Quince
Players. Belle loves performing on stage,
she has been acting and dancing from a
young age. She attended FASBAT lessons
from the age of four for five years - and
now does many drama and dance clubs at
school. Belle also attends Stagecoach at the
weekends. Her funniest dream was when her
dogs started talking to her, but wishes that
she could remember what they said. Belle
has very much enjoyed her first principal role
in this year's production and hopes you all
enjoy the show!

Fiona is thrilled to be appearing in this
pantomime, especially as it's a full
Barker family affair for the first time.
Yet again, her heart-felt audition for the
part of good fairy resulted in her being
cast as the witch. Fiona is very happy
though, because everyone knows
baddies get to wear the best clothes
and have the most fun. Mwah-ha-ha!
Fiona's sleep is untroubled by dreams.
If she did have such frivolous nocturnal
hallucinations they WOUld, of course, be
full of evil-ness and certainly not funny.

-

The Royal Family

King Cactus

Queen Marigold

Davi d Barker

Allison Sharpe

This is David's second appearance in a

Allison can 't believe how quickly time flies w ith
the Quince Players, she has such fun! She has
acted on the Cordes Hall stage since 1982 but
has most recently been seen as the Wicked
Witch in Hansel & Gretel, roller-skating Joyce
in Strictly Sex Factor on Ice and as a variety of
men (yes, men) in The 39 Steps ! NODA gave
her accreditation for her portrayal of Marge
in Absent Friends. She has enjoyed directi ng
since 1995 and staged Agatha Christie's
Spider's Web in May 2019. She is looking
forward to celebrating 75 years of th e Quince
Players during 2020 and no, she wasn't a
foun der member! In real life, Allison is Chairman
of Sunninghill and Ascot Parish Council, w hich
organises the popu lar Sunninghill Victorian
Street Fayre, and Party in the Park. She
fundraises for Thames Hospice and supports
other local charities. Her happiest dream ... the
Director always pays her bar bill!!

Quince Players' production. In last year's
pantomime, David was Sir Rupert de
Rottweiler, a greedy, conniving mayor.
This time, he gets to be one of the good
guys. Hopefully, he'll get more cheers
and less boos than last year, though
that assumes his performance is up to
scratch ... To prevent hLm getting type
cast as an upper-class toff, he's going for
'the King in the North' interpretation. But
for the Game of Thrones fans out there,
he'll try to be a bit more cheery than Jon
Snow! When not treadi ng the boards,
David likes to play tennis and write
thrillers. Weirdest dream : standing on the
first tee of a golf course, but not having
room to swing the club.
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Princess Rose - Sadie Nuttall
Sadie is overjoyed to be back performing w ith the Quince
Players in this year's pantomime. She is over the moon
to finally be playing the part of a princess ~ her dream
role since she was a child! This is Sadie's fifth show with
the Society; previous shows being Agatha Christie's
Spiders Web, Hansel and Gretel, Little Tommy Tucker and
Pygmalion which was also directed by Andrew Darling .
Sadie has performed elsewhere, such as Theatre Royal
Windsor and Camberley Theatre . She has just finished
a run of Great Expectations at South Hill Park's Wilde
Theatre. Sadie had a dream when she was seven years
old, where she discovered that she could fly from one side
of her living room to the other by jumping off the arm of the
sofa. It felt so realistic that, when she woke up, she ran downstairs to try it again and leapt off
the sofa without a second thought... instead of recreating her experience, she belly-flopped to
the floor. She still remembers it vividly to this day.

Chorus
Back row - left to right: Naomi Davies, Bailey Haynes, Orla McCarthy, Elsie Georgeson.
Front row - left to right: Betsy Horgan, Keira Creswell, Sophie Littleboy, Fiona Myers.
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The Royal Household
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Muddles
Robin Newell

Fetch
Simon Hurry

Robin is delighted to be returning to
Quince Players' Pantoland after a two
year absence. In his last role, as the Duke,
Robin made his singing and dancing debut.
It was so bad it was hilarious, and he
hopes to provide a repeat show-stopping
performance in Sleeping Beauty. Robin has
been a Society member since 1982, and
has featured in a number of shows over the
years. He enjoys being t-he 'baddie', and his
favourite part was that of Judge Wargrave
in Agatha Christie's Then There Were None.
Robin has made appearances in shows with
other groups, and recently played the part of
Fred in the Wokingham Theatre production
of Present Laughter. Robin's funniest dream
always happens before a show starts. In
it, he is about to go on stage and can 't
remember any of his lines, where he needs
to stand, or even what play he is in. He's
always pleased to wake up from that one!

Simon has played a variety of roles for the
Quince Players including the pompous
Victor in Private Lives and Willie Mossop
in Hobson's Choice . He has also enjoyed
being murdered in Dial M For Murder
and No, No, No, Yes, Jim in The Vicar of
Dibley. Simon was also the creepy Neville
in Silhouette. Last year he loved playing the
sarcastic Bernard in Strictly Sex Factor on
Ice. He has also appeared in a number of
pantomimes such as Arabian Knights, Puss
in Boots, Red Riding Hood and Cinderella.
The weirdest dream that he ever had was
when he was a teenager. He dreamt that his
sister had a baby but it turned out to be a
jam tart that he had to carry across a field
full of cows under fire from enemy aircraft.
He managed to put it on board a train
heading for London so it could live in a cake
shop . He still wonders today w hether it had
a happy life!

Carrie
Jenny Faulkner-Hooper
Jenny has been a Quince Player for over
forty years. Having co-directed Hansel and
Gretel last year, she thought it was time to
take on a role as she enjoys treading the
boards as well. However, she is nervous
as this will be her first performance in
pantomime for twenty years. At least being
part of a double act with Simon means she
will only need to take half the blame if it goes
wrong! When rehearsing she usually has the
funny dream of being on stage in only her
underwear whilst forgetting her lines - let's
hope that at least the first part does not
come true!

Back row - left to right: Maira Rizvi, Reuben von SachsenAltenburg, Lillie Pinion. Front row - left to right: Lois Potchinsky,
Kirsten Sabey, Hannah Sabey, Lucy Brown.
Freddie Madden

Nanny by Royal Appointment

To The Rescue!

Nurse Hettie Harpic
Quiller Rees

Prince Alexis!Alexander
Charlie Stokes

Quiller is a regular performer with the Quince
Players . Most recently he appeared in Little

This is Charlie's first production with the
Quince Players, having come across the
play-reading notice while trawl ing through
Google! He works full time as a Computer
Aided Design technician, spending all day
turning sketched out plans for how buildings
are put together into digital versions, which
are easier to read. That took some time
to learn, so he had to put his dramatic
career on hold for a while. In the past,
Charlie has played roles such as Fagin in
Oliver, Enjolras in Les Miserables , and Ali
Hakim in Oklahoma. He now returns to the
stage in style, playing the Royal Rescuer
of Princess Rose. In his free time he enjoys
reading and writing, and hopes to be a writer
professionally one day. The funniest dream
he can remember was being asked by Nikola
Tesla to put a lightning rod on top of Mount
Everest so he could catch special space
lightning. Charlie's response was, "That's
pretty far to go , can we take the bus?"
Unfortunately, Nikola forgot his Oyster card.

Grimley Presents Strictly Sex Factor on Ice
- a show w hich, deliberately or not, did feel
like a pantomime! He has also appeared
as Professor Higgins in Pygmalion, Sir
Humphrey Appleby in Yes, Prime Minister
and the Inspector in A Murder Is Announced.
Shows at South Hill Park have included
Fawlty Towers and Oliver, while SHP Studio
Theatre appearances have spanned Dick

Barton, Four Nights in K,naresborough
and Love's Labours Lost and Won. At
Wokingham Theatre, he has appeared in
Goodnight Mr Tom, as well asA Flea in
Her Ear and Donkeys' Years and he's also
recently played Rosencrantz in Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem Are Dead. Quiller says:
"My funniest dream is waking up surrounded
by fairies and a handsome prince and ... oh
hang on - no, that's Sleeping Beauty isn 't it?
Let 's go with giant green flying giraffes. Yes,
definitely airborne giraffes."
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In Order of Appearance
Thunderbird s

Florence Hooper
A melie Barker
B ecky Dore

Fairy Lilac

Belle Whitbread

Witch Hazel

Fiona Barker

Muddles

Robin Newell

King Cactus

David Barker

Queen Marigold

Allison Sharpe

Nurse Hettie Harpic

Quiller Rees

Fetch

Simon Hurry

Carrie

Jenny Faulkner-Hooper

Princess Rose
Prince Alexi s I Al exander
Rainbow Fairies

Sadie Nuttall
Charlie Stokes
Mia Csernus, Lucy Darling,
Sophia Hayward, Maisy Pinion

Villagers, Courtiers,
School Children, Creatures

Lucy Brown, Keira Creswell, Naomi Davies ,
Elsie Georgeson, Bailey Haynes,
Betsy Horgan, Sophie Littleboy,
Freddie Madden, Orla McCarthy,
Fiona Myers, Lillie Pinion, Lois Potchinsky,
Maira Rizvi, Hannah Sabey, Kirsten Sabey,
Reuben von Sachsen-Altenburg

Community Song
It's a jump to left

But it's the pelviC thrust

And then a step to the right

That really drives you insane

With your hands on your hips

Let's do the Time Warp again

You bring your knees in tight

Let's do the Time Warp again

,
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Scenes and Musical Numbers
Twentieth Century Fox - Alfred Newman
Lust for Life - Iggy Pop, David Bowie

PROLOGUE - MIXED BLESSINGS

ACT ONE
SCENE 1 - THE VILLAGE OF MUDDLEBY ON MARSH
Let Me Entertain You - Robbie Williams, Guy Chambers

SCENE 2 - POST HASTE
Mr Postman - William Garrett. Georgia Dobbins, Freddie Gurman,
Brian Holland, Robert Bateman

SCENE 3 - THE ROYAL CHRISTENING
Isn 't She Lovely - Stevie Wonder

SCENE 4 - SPELL CHECK!
SCENE 5 - THE VILLAGE SCHOOLROOM
Baggy Trousers - Suggs, Chris Foreman

SCENE 6 - THE GOLDEN KEY
Just Haven 't Met You Yet - Michael Buble , Alan Chang, Amy Foster Gillies

SCENE 7 - HAPPY BIRTHDAY?
Birthday - John Lennon, Paul McCartney
Sleeping Beauty Waltz - Tchaikowsky

- INTERVAL-

Important Information
Show Interval
There will be an interval of 20 minutes when drinks and ice creams will be available. Interval
drinks can be ordered in the bar before the show.

Safety Notice
Please take a moment to look around and note the location of the EXITS which may be
needed in case of an emergency. Please turn off all mobile 'phones.

---------------

ACT TWO
SCENE 1 - OUTSIDE THE PALACE
Somewhere Only We Know - Tim Rice-Oxley, Tom Chaplin, Richard Hughes
Love Is An Open Door - Kirsten Anderson-Lopez and Robert Lopez

SCENE 2 - THE FORGOTTEN ROOM
SCENE 3 - BACK AT THE PARTY
Celebration - Kool and the Gang
Fields of Gold - Sting

SCENE 4 - A RECIPE FOR DISASTER
I Put A Spell On You - Jalacy Hawkins

SCENE 5 - IN YOUR DREAMS
My Tears are Becoming a Sea - M83
Somewhere in My Dreams - Ian McCulloch

SCENE6-THEFORESTOFTHORNS
Night on A Bare Mountain - Mussorgsky

SCENE 7 - THE AWAKENING
Do You Believe In Magic - John Sebastian

SCENE 8 - MUDDLE ALONG WITH MUDDLES
Time Warp - Richard O'Brien

SCENE 9 - SWEET DREAMS
It's A Beautiful Day - Michael Buble, Alan Chang , Amy Foster
I'm A Believer - Neil Diamond

Strobe Lighting
Please be aware that strobe lighting is used during this production.

Copyright Notice
For reasons of copyright, licence and child protection , we respectfully remind the audience
that the use of cameras, audio and video recording equipment (including mobile 'phones)
is strictly prohibited . Failure to comply will result in you being asked to leave the auditorium.
Thank you for your co-operation.
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Alice Underwood
Stage Manager

Oliver Nursey
Props Master

-

Angela McCarthy
Musical Director

--- ---
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Sally Hurry
Production Assistant

--
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Peter Fitzwater
Technical Director

Green Room Team: Heather King, Dianne Gosden

Choreography Team - left to
right: Hannah Sabey, Florence
Hooper, Patrick McCarthy,
Belle Whitbread, Kirsten Sabey.
Above: Jo Chapman

---------------
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Production Team
Director
Musical Director
Production Assistants
Stage Ma~ager
Musicians
Choreography Team

Andrew Darling
Angela McCarthy
Sally Hurry, Suzanne Sapsed
Alice Underwood
Angela McCarthy, Peter Holmes, John Crouchley
Jo Chapman , Florence Hooper, Patrick McCarthy,
Hannah Sabey, Kirsten Sabey, Belle Whitbread

Wardrobe Mistress
Makeup and Hair

Dianne Gosden assisted by Heather King
Heather King assisted by Dianne Gosden and
members of the Quince Players

Set Design and Painting
Backstage Crew

Andrew Bowker and members of the Quince Players
Oliver Nursey, Anne Robinson , Steve Smith and
members of the Quince Players

Technical Director
Gallery Crew
Designated Safeguarding
and Child Protection Officer
Chaperones
Front of House
Bar Management
Box Office
Photography
Publicity and Marketing
Programme

Compil~tion

Peter Fitzwater
Chris Eva, Bethan Amey
Tracy Corbett
Judith Jones and members of the Quince Players
Sally Hurry and members of the Quince Players
Jeff and Suzanne Sap sed assisted by members of
the Quince Players
Andrew Darling and Colin Keating
Colin Keating
Social Abode assisted by Andrew Darling
Heather King

Design and Artwork

Anita Pumfrey

Advertising Co-ordination

Allison Sharpe

Special Thanks ...
The di rector and company of Sleeping Beauty would like to thank the BARTA Theatre Company
for their help w ith costumes, and the Stock Exchange of Sunninghill for their sponsorship of thi s
production. The director would also like to thank Little Ted for their patience and understanding .

-- --

By Jeremy Lloyd and David Croft
Directed by Tracy Corbett

'2- 9th and
14-16th Ma, 2020
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Our Next Production - 'Allo 'Allo
Synopsis
Rene and his wife Edith have stashed a priceless portrait stolen by the Nazis in a sausage
in their cellar, where two British airmen are also hiding until the Resistance can repatriate
them. Communications with London using the wireless that is disguised as a cockatoo add
to the many embarrassm'ents this intrepid proprietor endures in the company of his patrons.
News that the Fuhrer is scheduled to visit th e town inspires tricksters disguised as Hitler to
frequent the cafe. Meanwhile, Rene summons all the wit he can muster to save his cafe and
his life. Based on the hugely successfu l British television series that ran for seven seasons, this
uproarious comedy relates the adventures of hapless cafe owner, Rene , in occupied France.
You can see all of your favourite 1V characters in the flesh, including Rene's ton e ~d eaf wife
Edith , Lieutenant Gruber and the Gestapo officer Herr Flick!

Cast List
Rene Artois - Local cafe proprietor
Edith Artois - Rene's wife and th e cafe's resident cabaret performer
Yvette Carte-Blanche - Head waitress at the cafe, who is passionately in love with Rene
Monsieur Roger LeClerc - The Resi stance's elderly forger and 'master' of disguises
Michelle Dubois - Leader of th e local French Resistance
Mimi Labonq - Waitress at the cafe, who is very short, and has a bit of a fancy for Rene
Colonel Kurt Von Strohm - The corrupt German town commandant
Captain Alberto Bertorelli - An Italian war hero with an eye for the ladies
Herr Otto Flick - Local Gestapo officer
Private Helga Geerhart - The Colonel's secretary and lover of Herr Flick
Lieutenant Hubert Gruber - A German officer with a crush on Rene
General Ludvig Von Schmelling - A ruthless senior German commander
Officer Crabtree - A British spy posing as a French police officer
Flying Officer Fairfax and Flying Officer Carstairs - Two posh British airmen

Read Through
Tuesday, 11th February 2020

7.45pm -1 Opm at the Cordes Hall, Sunninghill

Audition Dates
Tuesday 18th February 2020

7.45pm - 10pm at the Cordes Hall, Sunninghill

Thursday 20th February 2020

7.45pm - 10pm at the Cordes Hall, Sunninghill

Contact
For more information , contact Tracy Corbett on tracy.anne.corbett@gmail.com

Simon Pestell Optometrist
Your local, independent optician
Offering a wide selection of choice in spectacles, sunglasses and contact lenses.
Eye exami nations available Tuesday to Saturday
Private and NH S patients
New digital imaging camera for retinal photographs
7 High Street, Sunninghi ll, Berkshi re SL5 9NQ • 01344 624844
Free parking behind shop on Saturday

JEREMY DAVIES
WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLP
WEALTH MANAGEMENt CONSULTANTS

We provide an experienced
wealth management service
and offer specialist advice
in a wide range of areas
including:
• Investment planning
• Retirement planning
• Inheritance Tax planning

For further details contact
Jeremy Davies on:

Tel: 01344 624380
E: jeremy.davies@sjpp.co.uk
W: www.jeremydavieswm.co.uk
44-46 High Street, Sunninghill,
Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9NF

The journey from childhood to adulthood for children with special educational needs
can be difficult for parents, schools, employers and the children themselves.
I am an independent SEN consultant who can help, advise and support in all areas
of special educational needs.

Getting the Best for Special children.
www.jhoopersenconsulting.com

Mobile: 07720 898394

jennyhoopersenconsulting@gmail.com
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Visit our Website!
To find out what's happening in the
Quince Players visit us at:

www.quinceplayers.com
On our website you' ll find details of:
• What shows are coming up
• How to book tickets
• How to join the Quince Players
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• Quince Players ' social events
• and much , much more!
Or write to us and join our mailing
list by emailing:

quinceplayerspublicity@live.co.uk

"Our true intent is
all for your delight"

NODA
The Quince Players are affiliated to the National Operatic and Dramatic
Association (NODA):
15 The Metro Centre, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire PE2 7UH
Tel : 01733374790 • www.noda.org.uk
Tw itter: @NODAtweets • FB: NationalOperaticDramaticAssociation
NODA aims to give a shared voice to the amateur theatre sector and
provide leadership and advice to enable amateur societies to tackle the
challenges and opportunities of the 21 st Century.
The Quince Players have won a number of awards from NODA for this
District - for productions, individual performances and scenic design.
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QUINCE
PLAYERS

To join the
Quince Players ...
To join the Quince Players,
please contact our Membership
Secretary, Jenny Faulkner-Hooper
on 07720 898394 or
jhooper258@btinternet.com

President
Mrs Lin Blakley

Vice Presidents
Mrs Jenny Brown
Mr Peter Fitzwater
Mr Kenneth Long
Mrs Marigold Matthews
Mrs Diana Mineck
Mrs Anne Robinson
Mr Michael Sargeant
Miss Mary Simpson
Mrs Betty Symonds
Mrs Mary Ward

Chairman

NEXT PRODUCTION

Mr Andrew Darling

'Allo 'Allo

Secretary

By Jeremy Lloyd and David Croft
Directed by Tracy Corbett

READ THROUGH

Mrs Allison Sharpe
Tel: 01344625109

Treasurer
Mrs Victoria Bowker

11th February 2020 , 7.45pm - 10pm
Cordes Hall Sunninghill

AUDITIONS
18th and 20th February 2020
7.45pm - 1Opm
Cordes Hall Sunninghill
SHOW DATES
7-9th and 14-16th May 2020

www.quinceplayers.com

